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OBJECTIVES 

After completing “,” you will be able to: 

 Write a persistence.xml file to declare persistence units and 
their elements. 

 Describe the purpose of the persistence context. 

 Create an entity manager factory, entity manager, and entity 
transaction. 

 Use transactions, rollback, and entity state effectively. 

 Use entity manager “CRUD” operations. 

 Explain database synchronization, and when it takes place. 

 Describe the details of detachment and merging during the 
entity lifecycle. 

 Define and execute JPA queries. 

 Pass parameters to queries. 

 Explain why named queries are superior to dynamic queries. 
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Putting Entities to Work 

 We are now going to use our annotated entities for CRUD 
(Create, Retrieve, Update, and Delete) operations. 

 Let's examine the persistence system in more detail. 

persistence.jar

javax.persistence

Persistence Provider Jar

javax.persistence.spi

RDB

com.application

Entity

META-INF/
persistence.xml

JDBC

 

 META-INF/persistence.xml records a lot of the information 
we need in order to run our applications. 

 There can be more than one persistence.xml file in an 
application, but is common to have only one. 

 It contains the name or names of one or more persistence units 
that we will utilize in our application. 

 The persistence.xml file can name the persistence provider 
to use in the application – or a default provider will be used. 

 Depending on its type, the persistence.xml can go on to name 
the JDBC driver and database to be used. 
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JPA
2.0

The persistence.xml File 

 In Examples/Earthlings/Step9/src/META-INF, we find the 
persistence.xml file, and possibly others as well; see the 
listing on the following page. 

 The transaction type of this persistence unit is 
RESOURCE_LOCAL, which is typical for Java SE applications. 

 The persistence provider in this case is Hibernate, but we 
can change this line to specify EclipseLink or OpenJPA, with 
values: 

org.eclipse.persistence.jpa.PersistenceProvider 
 
org.apache.openjpa 
  .persistence.PersistenceProviderImpl 
 

 The class file names for the entities are shown next, with one 
<class> element for each entity. 

 An alternative is to list none of them: 
  <exclude-unlisted-classes>false 
    </exclude-unlisted-classes> 
 

 We see several <property> elements where the name 
starts with javax.persistence; these are standard 
elements defined by the JPA 2.0 specification. 

 Vendor-specific <property> elements are often included as 
well. 

EXAMPLE
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The persistence.xml File 
<persistence-unit  
  name="EarthlingsPU"  
  transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL" 
> 
  <provider> 
    org.hibernate.ejb.HibernatePersistence 
  </provider> 
 
  <class>cc.hr.entity.Address</class> 
  ... 
  <class>cc.hr.entity.Project</class> 
 
  <properties> 
    <property  
      name="javax.persistence.jdbc.url" 
      value="jdbc:derby://localhost:/Earthlings" 
    /> 
    <property  
      name="javax.persistence.jdbc.user" 
      value="earthlings" 
    /> 
    <property 
      name="javax.persistence.jdbc.password" 
      value="earthlings" 
    /> 
    <property  
      name="javax.persistence.jdbc.driver" 
      value="org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver" 
    /> 
    <property  
      name="eclipselink.logging.level" 
      value="WARNING" 
    /> 
  </properties> 
</persistence-unit> 

EXAMPLE
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The persistence.xml File 

 A JTA (Java Transaction API) version of the persistence.xml 
file might look like this: 

  <persistence-unit 
    name="EarthlingsPU"  
    transaction-type="JTA" 
  > 
    <jta-data-source>jdbc/EarthlingsDS 
      </jta-data-source> 
  </persistence-unit> 
 

 This type of persistence unit is seen in the Java EE 
environment, where JTA data sources are used. 

 We’re telling the JPA provider that it can expect transactions to be 
managed externally, for example by an EJB or Spring container. 

 In turn, the provider will prohibit use of the EntityTransaction 
API made available by the entity manager for transaction control – 
saying, essentially, you can’t implement them manually if they are 
already being managed automatically. 

 Also, in Java EE, the application server will automatically find 
the entity classes, so they do not need to be specified. 

 That is, the default for <exclude-unlisted-classes> is false in 
a Java-EE container. 

 So you don’t need to list the classes or state this directive as you 
might for Java SE; but note that even under Java SE most providers 
will find all local entities even if they are not explicitly listed. 

EXAMPLE
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Creating the Entity Manager 

 Entity managers perform all the real work of CRUD operations, 
and are configured to read and write to the database. 

javax.persistence

EntityManagerFactory

EntityManager

PersistenceContext

Persistence

*

1

Persistence Unit

1
*

1

*

1
1

Entity

*

1

Configuration
persistence.xml can 
contain many 
Persistence Units

 

 The set of managed entity instances within the entity manager 
are known as the persistence context. 

 It is possible for a single persistence context to be associated with 
more than one entity manager, but we will not concern ourselves 
with this detail for now. 

 It is guaranteed that only one instance of an entity with the same 
persistent identity will exist in this persistence context at one time. 
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Creating the Entity Manager 

 We use the Persistence class to create an 
EntityManagerFactory, according to the configuration of its 
associated persistence unit: 

EntityManagerFactory emf = Persistence. 
  createEntityManagerFactory("EarthlingsPU"); 
EntityManager em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
 

 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the persistence 
unit and its EntityManagerFactory. 

 EntityManagerFactory then creates an EntityManager. 

javax.persistence.EntityManager

clear() : void
close() : void
contains() : boolean
createNamedQuery(java.lang.String) : Query
createQuery(java.lang.String) : Query
detach(java.lang.Object entity) : void
find(java.lang.Class<T>,
     java.lang.Object) : <T> T
flush() : void
getTransaction() : EntityTransaction
isOpen() : boolean
merge(T entity) : <T>T
persist(java.lang.Object) : void
refresh(java.lang.Object) : void
remove(java.lang.Object) : void
...

 

 The most common methods are listed above, but see the JPA 
documentation at: 

c:/Capstone/Tools/JPA2/doc/index.html 
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Where’s Hibernate? 

 Developers who’ve used Hibernate in pre-JPA days may well 
wonder how Hibernate fits into this picture. 

 The responsibilities of the Hibernate Session are quite similar 
to those of the JPA EntityManager – and in fact one is actually 
implementing the other. 

 EntityManager exposes this, in one small way: through its 
getDelegate method, which reveals the vendor-specific object 
to which the public entity manager methods delegate. 

 For Hibernate this is 
org.hibernate.internal.SessionImpl 
 

 ... which acts as an adapter between the JPA interface and 
Hibernate implementation. 
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Showing Generated SQL 

 It is also possible to pass a Map of properties to the 
createEntityManagerFactory method. 

 The property names are the same as those that can be used in 
persistence.xml. 

 Any properties defined in this map will override properties with 
matching names in the XML. 

 For example, we can ask the JPA provider to show generated 
SQL. 

 The property names and values vary by provider. 

 It is fine to set a superset of those for multiple providers, as any 
properties not understood by a JPA provider will be ignored. 

 You might then trigger these property settings dynamically, 
based on a command-line argument or system property. 

 A common combination for Hibernate is: 
Map<String,String> properties =  
  new HashMap<String,String>(); 
properties.put("hibernate.show_sql", "true"); 
properties.put("hibernate.format_sql", "true"); 
emf = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory 
        (puName, properties); 
 

 Or, directly in persistence.xml: 
<property name="hibernate.show_sql" value="true"/> 
<property name="hibernate.format_sql" value="true"/> 
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JPA
2.0

Entity State 

Detached

New

Managed Removed

new

persist()

Database delete

detach() (2.0)
close()
clear()
serialization

Update query

Entity API
flush()
lock() (2.0)

refresh()

remove()

merge()

find()
Query

find()
Query

persist()

 
 The state diagram above shows the lifecycle of an entity. 

 Operations with curved lines occur within a managed state and 
leave the entity in that same managed state. 

 The detach method was added in JPA 2.0. 

 Hibernate traditionally referred to both the new and 
removed states as simply transient. 
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Entity State 

 When you first create an entity using the Java new keyword, 
the entity is considered to be in the new state. 

 A call to the persist method will bring a new entity to a 
managed state. 

 In a managed state, mutator methods can be performed on the 
entity, and resulting state changes will be enlisted in the active 
transaction. 

 You “find” or “select” an entity using the find method. This 
method takes a type and key value, and returns a matching 
entity. 

// Transaction not needed for nonmutating operation 
Location loc = em.find(Location.class, 3); 
 

 If the entity cannot be found, then null is returned. 

 Executing the find method returns managed entities in all cases 
except outside of a transaction. 

 Outside of a transaction, the returned entity will be in a detached 
state. 

 A call to the merge method will change a detached entity to be 
in the managed state. 

 This method is different from all the other methods because the 
original entity passed as a parameter is unaffected. 

 You must use the entity returned from the merge method. 
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 Users of Hibernate’s update, beware of this, as it may be a hard 
habit to break – and also note that JPA lacks a saveOrUpdate 
method, which may be a painful realization. 
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Entity State 

 A number of operations will cause an entity or entities to 
become detached: 

 On EntityTransaction: completion of a Java SE transaction with a 
commit detaches all managed entities; a rollback detaches 
managed or removed entities. 

 On EntityManager: close detaches all managed entities and closes 
the manager; clear detaches all managed entities but leaves the 
manager active and ready for new operations; detach detaches a 
single entity. 

 On the entity: if an entity is serialized, and then de-serialized, the 
de-serialized instance is detached. 

 Calling the remove method changes an entity to a removed 
state.  

 A commit during a transaction forces a flush of the persistence 
context and a commit in the database. 

 Anytime the persistence provider generates SQL to execute on the 
database, the persistence context has been flushed. 

 SQL is generated to complete the transaction on the database that 
corresponds to the entity transaction. 

 Any subsequent operations will incorporate these changes. 

 The refresh method will update all managed entities with state 
from the database, overwriting potential state changes. 

 Use care when executing because it is possible to lose 
uncommitted changes made to an entity. 
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Entity Transaction States 

 CRUD operations require as much care as they would in a 
relational database. 

 Database constraints, especially foreign-key and not-null 
constraints, will trigger an exception if they are violated. 

 Updating or deleting entities that have relationships can be 
especially troublesome, until you gain some experience. 

 You must use EntityManager operations in the context of a 
transaction as outlined on the next page if they mutate data. 

commit()
rollback()
close()

Managed Removed

commit()

Detached

rollback()

remove()

Database delete

 
 Transactional operations must be used with managed entities 

to have entity operations coordinated with database operations. 

 Either a commit or rollback call will result in managed 
entities becoming detached once the persistence context is 
closed or when the provider calls the flush method. 

 Detached entities are not managed and cannot participate in 
transactions without first becoming managed. 

 If an entity has been removed, pending a database delete, 
commit will result in its deletion while rollback will result 
instead in detaching the entity. 
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The EntityTransaction Service 

 We manage Java SE transactions with the EntityTransaction 
service, where we need to explicitly control the beginning and 
end of a transaction. 

 This is not dissimilar to the way it would be done using JDBC or 
ANSI SQL commands. 

 In our case, the persistence unit will be using a transaction type of 
RESOURCE_LOCAL. 

EntityTransaction

begin() : void
commit() : void
getRollbackOnly : boolean
isActive() : boolean
rollback() : void

 

 begin and commit start and end a transaction, respectively. 

 A RollbackException will be thrown if commit fails. 

 To avoid a RollbackException, call the getRollbackOnly method 
to determine if the transaction is in a failed state. 

 If necessary, the transaction can be rolled back using rollback. 

 A PersistenceException will be thrown if rollback fails. 

 isActive returns true if a transaction is active. 

 If you attempt to start a new transaction while isActive is true, an 
IllegalStateException will be thrown. 

 We will see a use of the isActive method on the next page. 
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Entity Manager Operations 

 You “persist” or “manage” an entity using the persist method. 
This method takes a newly created entity instance and makes it 
managed. 

EntityTransaction et = em.getTransaction(); 
et.begin(); 
Job job = new Job("Janitor", 11000L, 20000L); 
em.persist(job); 
et.commit(); 
... 
// Code inside a try-catch-finally 
if (et != null && et.isActive())  
{ 
  job = null; 
  et.rollback(); 
} 
 

 You “remove” or “delete” an entity using the remove method. 
This is often paired with a find method, to locate an object for 
removal: 

// Surrounding transaction not shown 
Location loc = em.find(Location.class, 3); 
em.remove(loc); 
 

 You update an entity almost the same way you would update 
any Java class; the difference is that you must perform the 
update on a managed entity, so the provider is aware of the 
change and can update the database. 

// Surrounding transaction not shown 
Location loc = em.find(Location.class, 3); 
loc.setSquareFootage(4242); 
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Earthlings in Action 

 CRUD operations involve managed entities that typically have 
relationships with other entities. 

 The operations have to respect underlying constraints and 
relationships or they will throw an exception. 

 All entities and their associated entities should be managed. 

 Do your work in Demos/Order. 

 The completed demo is in Examples/Earthlings/Step10. 

 src/cc/hr/client/EmployeeManager.java shows us what 
might be a typical business operation: add a new employee and 
new job to an existing department. 

 We call the method in the main method, after booting up an 
entity manager factory and an entity manager: 

  emf = createEntityManagerFactory("EarthlingsPU"); 
  em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
  ... 
  addEmployeeAndJob(em, "Provost", "Marshal",  
    Gender.M, "Security", 80000, 110000); 
 

 In the addEmployeeAndJob method, we can see how these 
parameters match up: 

private static void addEmployeeAndJob 
  (EntityManager em, String firstName, 
    String lastName, Gender gender, String jobName, 
    long minimumSalary, long maximumSalary) 

DEMO
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Earthlings in Action 

 Now we get on to the CRUD code for this operation: 
  et.begin(); 
  Job job = new Job(jobName, minimumSalary, 
    maximumSalary); 
  Employee emp = new Employee(firstName, lastName, 
    gender, em.find(Department.class, 1), job); 
  em.persist(emp); 
  em.persist(job); 
  et.commit(); 
 

 Looking at our Earthlings Entity Diagram, we know that we 
have many constraints to consider: 

 Job requires just its primary key. 

 Employee, in addition to its primary key, requires a first and last 
name and a reference to Job, called job. 

 To supply that Job reference to Employee, we create Job first and 
then pass its reference to the Employee constructor. 

 We then persist the entities, and we're done, right? 

1. Build and test the application ... 
ant 
run EmployeeManager  
  (or just Run As | Java Application in Eclipse) 
WARN SqlExceptionHelper:143 –  
  SQL Error: -1, SQLState: 23502 
ERROR SqlExceptionHelper:144 –  
  Column 'JOB_ID' cannot accept a NULL value. 
javax.persistence.PersistenceException: ... 

DEMO
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Earthlings in Action 

 So we weren't done after all! 

 What the above errors are stating is that at the point we attempted 
to persist emp, the database foreign key to jobs was null. 

 Since persist triggers the database insert, persisting job first is 
important because the database will only create the jobs primary 
key after the row is inserted in the database. 

 Both entity transactions and database transactions are known 
as units of work (UOW); they both have to complete 
successfully or a rollback will occur. 

 When we called persist(emp), we had not yet persisted job, 
and since job was not yet persisted we had no jobs row in the 
database to supply us with the foreign key we needed to insert 
into the employees row. 

 As bad as we may feel that we still have to consider the 
underlying database, it is often unavoidable when it comes time 
to debug a problem. 

 A JPA provider may change the sequence of operations against the 
underlying database, which can allow it to handle some out-of-
order JPA operations gracefully. 

 But it’s never safe to write JPA code such as what we have here. 

DEMO
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Earthlings in Action 

2. We can now rewrite our code, exchanging the two calls to the persist 
method: 

  et.begin(); 
  Job job = new Job(jobName, minimumSalary, 
    maximumSalary); 
  Employee emp = new Employee(firstName, lastName, 
    gender, em.find(Department.class, deptId),  
    job); 
  em.persist(job); 
  em.persist(emp); 
  et.commit(); 
 

 The code above now works correctly, with any JPA provider. 
Adding Provost Marshal and Security 
Removed Provost Marshal, Security 
 

 Notice too that the remove operations that are left in here (to clean 
up and make this application’s behaviors repeatable for testing) are 
already in the correct order: first in, last out ... 

  et.begin(); 
  em.remove(emp); 
  em.remove(job); 
  et.commit(); 
 

 There are a few other test operations of a similar nature on this 
class, whose code may be worth a quick look. 

 Of these note that addEmployeeAndJobToDepartment has the 
same bug in it that we just fixed, with two persist calls out of 
order. 

DEMO
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Earthlings CRUD Operations 

Suggested time: 30 minutes 

In this lab you will perform create, retrieve, update and delete 
operations on the Earthlings entities. You will go on to define 
methods in a class to execute transactions. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 3A
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JPA
2.0

JPA
2.0

Creating Queries 

 JPA provides a powerful query language called JPQL. 

 JPQL as a language will be covered in the next chapter, but we 
will look at the EntityManager perspective on them now: how 
to create and execute JPQL queries. 

 JPA also has a Java-based query language known as the 
Criteria API, which we will discuss in a later chapter. 

 We will use for example a simple query that selects all Jobs: 
String query = "select j from Job j"; 
 

 Notice that j is used as an alias for Job; this is required by JPQL in 
all cases, whereas it is an optional technique in SQL. 

 To use this query in our code, we would use the 
TypedQuery interface which was introduced in JPA 2.0 

List<Job> results = 
  em.createQuery(query, Job.class).getResultList(); 
 

 In JPA 1.0, we used the Query interface, which did not have strong 
typing, and required a typecast in the above code. 

 We now have a collection of Job entities that we can use for 
further processing. 

 This kind of query is known as a dynamic query, because the 
query is created as a String just as it is needed. 

 A concern with using dynamic queries is the potential for JPQL 
injection attacks when the query is used from a web interface. 

 These are similar to SQL injection attacks. 
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Normalizing Payroll 

Suggested time: 30 minutes 

In this lab you will create a console application that runs a simple 
update algorithm over the Earthlings database. You will execute a 
query for all employees whose salaries are outside of the range 
prescribed by their job descriptions, and adjust to put them in 
tolerance. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 3B
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Named Queries 

 A named query is created by using the @NamedQuery 
annotation, and is compiled with your Java code. 

@NamedQuery(name = "Job.getAllJobs",  
  query = "select j from Job j"); 
 

 This annotation must appear on an entity class – typically the 
entity that is associated with its query’s result type. 

 A typical location is to place it above the @Table annotation. 

 Named queries are global to the persistence unit, so we need a 
way do avoid namespace clashes. 

 One convention for named queries is to include the entity class 
name and then a dot to prefix the query name. 

 After the prefix, a descriptive name for the query appears. 

 We use getAllJobs as a descriptive name for the above query. 

 The get prefix in the example above is a hint that the method that 
will use this named query will use the same name. 

 The use of a get prefix in the query name is a tip of the hat to the 
possibility that we might use this method in a web environment, 
where Java EE Expression Language might be used to invoke it. 

 You will see most examples in JPA books use a find prefix instead; 
this has been a tradition that dates back to the early EJB days. 

 To execute this query, use the createNamedQuery method. 
TypedQuery tq =  
  em.createNamedQuery("Job.getAllJobs", Job.class) 
    .getResultList(); 
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Query Parameters 

 A query can include replaceable parameters, of two types: 

 Named parameters, stated as a colon followed by a name 

 Positional parameters, stated as a number followed by a question 
mark – for example 1? 

 Any query can do this, but parameters are especially common 
on named queries, since they are meant for general use and 
reuse. 

@NamedQuery(name = "Job.getAllJobsById",  
   query = "select j from Job j where j.id = :id"); 
 

 In this query, we are able to select a single Job by its primary key. 

 Supply parameters to such a query after creating it and before 
executing it: 

List<Job> jobs =  
  em.createNamedQuery("Job.getJobById", Job.class) 
    .setParameter("id", id); 
    .getSingleResult(); 
 

 In the method above, we pass the ID to the query using the 
setParameter method. 

 This kind of query is safer than a dynamic query because it is not 
subject to a JPQL injection attack; its structure is static and the 
parameters cannot alter that structure, only populate it. 

 Notice that since this query can only return a single value, we 
have used the getSingleResult method. 
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JPA
2.0

JPA
2.1

Native Queries 

 In addition to the query and named query, JPQL also supports a 
native query, or SQL query, when needed. 

 This provides a final fallback for situations where JPQL is 
insufficient, in its overall expressiveness1 or when trying to use 
proprietary database extensions.2 

 Native queries are very similar to their JPQL counterparts. 
private static final String query =  
  “select * from licenses”; 
Query q = entityManager 
  .createNativeQuery(query, License.class); 
List licenses = query.getResultList(); 
 

 In the code above, you cannot use a TypedQuery for the 
return value of the createQuery method because the method 
was already defined in JPA 1.0 to take a SQL String and a 
result class and return a Query. 

 Named native queries can be defined much like the JPQL 
version, and the createNamedQuery method can return a 
TypedQuery in JPA 2.0 as seen below. 

@NamedNativeQuery(name = "Drug.getDrugBySoundex",  
  query = "select * from pharmacy.drugs " 
        + "where soundex(drug_name) = soundex(?)", 
  resultClass = Drug.class); 
... 
List<Drug> drugs = em.createNamedQuery( 
  "Drug.getDrugBySoundex", Drug.class) 
  .setParameter(1, "welbutren").getResultList(); 

                                                       
1 JPQL 2.1 fleshes out some missing pieces and may make native SQL unnecessary in almost all cases. 
2 EclipseLink programmers who are using Oracle should first investigate its numerous Oracle database 
extensions. 
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Named Queries for Earthlings 

Suggested time: 30 minutes 

In this lab you will define a couple of named queries, one each on 
the Department and Employee entities. You will write a client 
application that exercises the queries and provides parameters. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 3C
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SUMMARY 

 In this chapter, we looked at CRUD operations on our 
completed entities. 

 We haven't exhausted the possibilities of enhancing our entities with 
additional annotations. 

 Later we will discuss validation and cascade annotations. 

 We started out examining the EntityManager interface and 
the operations we can perform on that interface. 

 We moved to EntityTransaction next, and found that we 
cannot forget our underlying database when performing a 
unit of work. 

 Entity state is very important to understand because 
transactional operations are limited to managed entities. 

 There are a number of conditions that will cause an entity to become 
detached, or unmanaged. 

 We will examine entity state in more detail in a later chapter. 

 CRUD operations take a lot of care, to get them to work the 
way you expect. 

 This is an area where prior SQL programming experience can be 
helpful. 

 We will go on to learn JPQL in depth in the next chapter. 

 This will allow us to perform sophisticated queries on our entities, 
either for CRUD operations, reporting, or interactive web 
applications. 
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Earthlings CRUD Operations 

In this lab you will perform create, retrieve, update and delete operations on the 
Earthlings entities.  You will go on to define methods in a class to execute transactions. 

Lab workspace: Labs/Lab3A 

Backup of starter code: Examples/Earthlings/Step10 

Answer folder(s): Examples/Earthlings/Step11 

Files: cc/hr/client/AddEntities.java 

Instructions: 

1. Open AddEntities.java. Method stubs have been created already, along with TODO 
comments to show where to author you code.  The FIXME comments are the 
locations where you will reverse the actions taken place in the TODO section.  The 
FIXME section is used during development to allow us to test the method several 
times, but always bring the database back to the same state is was before the method 
was executed.  You can't simply comment out the commit method, nor can you issue 
a rollback for testing.  Doing so would not test your code as the entity manager 
commits to the database, and this part of testing is important. Many coding errors 
won’t show up until that commit takes place. In the final code, the FIXME section 
would be deleted. 

2. Start in the first method, addLocation.  Declare an EntityTransaction field called et 
and begin the transaction. 

3. Create a new Location object, and give it a new Address object. 

4. Set the state of the embedded Address inside this location by setting the city and 
state from the method parameters. 

5. Next persist this entity and commit the transaction. 

6. In the FIXME section, start a new transaction and remove the location you just 
added.  Commit it and add a System.out.println message stating the reversal 
operation. 

7. In the second method, addJob, you are going to perform a similar set of operation as 
the first one.  Start a transaction as before. Create a new Job object, using the 
constructor that takes a job name, minimum salary, and maximum salary. 

8. Next persist this object and commit. 

LAB 3A
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Earthlings CRUD Operations LAB 3A 

9. In the FIXME section, start a new transaction and remove the job you just added.  
Commit it and add a System.out.println message stating the reversal operation. 

10. Finally in the last method, add Department, start a transaction. 

11. Create a new Department object using its constructor that takes an Employee and 
Location reference. 

12. Set the department name from the passed in parameter. Persist and commit these 
operations. 

13. In the FIXME section, start a new transaction and remove the department you just 
added.  Commit it and add a System.out.println message stating the reversal 
operation. 

14. It is now time to test the code.  Compile and correct any coding mistakes.  Then run 
AddEntities: 

Test Entities 
 
Adding Evangelism 
Removed Evangelism 
Adding Janitor 
Removed Janitor 
Adding Pebble City 
Removed Pebble City 
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Normalizing Payroll 

In this lab you will create a console application that runs a simple update algorithm over 
the Earthlings database. You will execute a query for all employees whose salaries are 
outside of the range prescribed by their job descriptions, and adjust to put them in 
tolerance. 

Lab workspace: Labs/Lab3B 

Backup of starter code: Examples/Earthlings/Step11 

Answer folder(s): Examples/Earthlings/Step12 

Files: cc/hr/client/NormalizePayroll.java (to be created) 

Instructions: 

1. Create a new class cc.hr.client.NormalizePayroll. You can use the 
AddEntities.java file from the previous lab as a template for this: keep the main 
method and the initialization of an entity manager factory and an entity manager, and 
keep the try/catch/finally system and the error-handling and cleanup code. Just 
clean out the try block after the em variable is assigned. 

2. Call em.createQuery, passing the following query string and Employee.class as 
arguments. This will give you a TypedQuery<Employee>, which you can store in a 
local variable query. 

select e from Employee e 
where e.salary not between e.job.minimumSalary and e.job.maximumSalary 
 
3. Call query.getResultList and enter a loop over all results, which will be of type 

Employee. 

4. For each result, get the job property as a local variable job. 

5. Declare a local variable newSalary, of type long. 

6. If the employee’s salary is less than the job’s minimumSalary, set newSalary to the 
minimumSalary value. 

7. Otherwise, if the salary is greater than the maximumSalary, set newSalary to the 
maximumSalary value. 

8. Print a line to the console showing the employee’s name, old salary, and adjusted 
salary. 
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Normalizing Payroll LAB 3B 

9. Set the employee salary to the newSalary. 

10. Test your application. For this lab, since you will be doing updates, you should do 
three things in sequence: run createdb from the appropriate subdirectory of 
Schema/Earthlings (that is, either for Derby or Oracle); then run 
NormalizePayroll, and you should see output something like this: 

Normalizing all salaries ... 
 
Salary for Ross Franks was $68,000 -- adjusted to $70,000. 
Salary for John Bigboote was $95,000 -- adjusted to $90,000. 
Salary for Penny Pretty was $24,000 -- adjusted to $25,000. 
Salary for Devin Smythe was $64,000 -- adjusted to $60,000. 
Salary for Audra Swanson was $72,000 -- adjusted to $65,000. 
 
Done. 
 

Then run it again. If your updates worked, then you should see no changes made the 
second time – something like this: 

Normalizing all salaries ... 
 
Done. 
 

Ah ... but you don’t, do you? It keeps showing the same output every time you run the 
application. Are your changes actually durable? Do you know what’s missing? 

Remember that entities are in the Managed state when read from the database only if 
a transaction is in force. In this case, no transaction is active, and so the query is legal, 
and the changes to the entities are legal – but they are not durable, because the entities 
themselves are in the Detached state. This is one odd side effect of transparent entity 
management: you can get these false-positive results from your code, and come away 
thinking you’ve made a change to the database when you have not. 

11. Before creating your query, call em.getTransaction and then call begin on the 
EntityTransaction object that you get back. 

12. After your loop, call commit on that same object. 

13. In the catch block, after calling the exception-handling helper method, check to see if 
the transaction isActive. If so, call rollback on it. 

14. Test again. Now you should see clean results when you re-initialize the database and 
run hour application twice: the lack of anything to do on the second run proves that 
the changes made in the first run were durable. 
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Named Queries for Earthlings 

In this lab you will define a couple of named queries, one each on the Department and 
Employee entities. You will write a client application that exercises the queries and 
provides parameters. 

Lab workspace: Labs/Lab3C 

Backup of starter code: Examples/Earthlings/Step12 

Answer folder(s): Examples/Earthlings/Step13 

Files: cc/hr/entity/Department.java 
cc/hr/entity/Employee.java 
cc/hr/client/TestNamedQuery.java (to be created) 

Instructions: 

1. Open Department.java and add a @NamedQueries annotation to the class itself. 
@NamedQueries is a container annotation, which is to say it exists just for the 
purpose of expressing a list of zero to many @NamedQuery annotations. (It’s not 
legal in Java to apply the same annotation twice to the same target, so these sorts of 
plural annotations abound.) The syntax is: 

@NamedQueries({@NamedQuery(...),@NamedQuery(...)}) 
 
2. Populate this annotation with @NamedQuery annotations for these three queries, 

each shown with a suggested name: 
Department.getPayrollByName: 
  select sum(e.salary) from Department d inner join d.employees e  
    where d.name= :name 
Department.getDepartmentNamesAndPayroll: 
  select d.name, sum(e.salary) from Department d inner join d.employees e 
    group by d.name order by d.name 
Department.getDepartmentsByNameAndPayroll: 
  select d, sum(e.salary) from Department d inner join d.employees e  
    group by d order by d.name 
 

The queries above will make more sense after the next chapter when we learn about 
JPQL. If you already know SQL, you can probably understand these now. Each query 
can be written on one line or several at your discretion. 

LAB 3C
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3. Open Employee.java. Add a @NamedQuery annotation. Define the following 
query, calling it “Employee.getEmployeeByName”: 

  select e from Employee e  
    where (lower(e.firstName) like :firstName or e.firstName is null)  
    and (lower(e.middleName) like :middleName or e.middleName is null) 
    and (lower(e.lastName) like :lastName) 
 
4. Create a new class in the client package called TestNamedQuery. 

5. Write a main method in which you initialize local variables of type 
EntityManagerFactory and EntityManager, called emf and em respectively, as 
we’ve been doing in all our client applications, with the persistence unit name 
“EarthlingsPU”. 

6. Create a method getPayrollByDepartment that takes an entity manager em and a 
string name as parameters, and returns a Long. 

7. Build a try block against any exception; in your catch block call the helper method 
cc.hr.client.util.ExceptionHandler.handleJPAException. 

8. In the try block, Use the em object to create a query based on the named query 
“Department.getPayrollByName”. 

9. Set the name parameter on the query to the name value you were given as your 
method parameter. 

10. Execute the query with getSingleResult, and return the value you get back. 

11. Back in your main method, call getPayrollByDepartment three times, passing em 
and then each of the following values as the second argument to the method: 

Research 
Software Development 
Test And Integration 
 

Produce each return value to the standard output stream, with a label of some sort. 

12. Build and test your class. Expected output is: 
run TestNamedQuery 
Department payrolls: 
Research              1,035,000 
Software Development    906,000 
Test And Integration    533,000 
 

This is the final answer in Step13. You may want to experiment with testing your 
other named queries as well. 


